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the deranged
side of town
is here to get

you!



stupid
kids..

lookout I see
someone!

lookout
Alan!

1972-- when America was
going to hell. My friends
and I decided to take a
trip to my boyfriends

cabin in texas 

we just wanted an
escape but little did we

know we’d be running
our whole lives after
that one first night

I started dating my
boyfriend Alan only 2
weeks ago. We met at a

college rally. I didn’t know
him too well but I was

growing quite fond of him.



fuck me!

Who is
that!

watch it!

things were about to
get queer. Very,very

queer. 



yikes!
he had blood
on him too!

this your
cabin alan?

It’s... 
quaint.

it used to be my
grandparents, I used
come here as a kid.

Now it looks a whole
lot different

Don’t know
about you guys
but I can’t wait

to get
wastteeeddddd!

It was just me , Alan and
his buddies. They were

different from me. I grew
up a republican. I never
thought much of it until

then.

a strange fear was
looming in the air
that night. I could

feel it.

I was a fan of the south.
Texas was not too far from
where I grew up in Arizona
with my ma and paps. Alan

and me had things like that
in common



yo this place is
right outa texas

chainsaw
massacre

i heard it
was shot
few miles

away from
here

I love you babe
but this weekend is

going to be a
nightmare. Your
friends hate me.
We’re  nothing

alike

Angie, You stick
with me. I’ll

show
you the farm

tomorrow

fuck Nixon
fuck the war

fuck the corpo slaves.
we’re gonna show em

southern bastards how
we do it in san fransisco

baby!

Pervy old men
telling us how
to act, who to

vote for? we’re really
sitting in the

middle of nowhere
texas discussing

politics right
now? you’re

joking!

his friends from San
Francisco weren’t fans
already. Tension was

brewing.

we can all refrain from harsh
critisism and try to be politically
correct but that’s not something

I like doing. Maybe for Alan I
thought. I’ll do it.

did you hear
something? not a

thing

i hated Political chatter. His
friends were just privelleged

little bunnies with no real
values. Or rather they’d
given up on them totally.



they’re so
loud! I can
hear them.

i got the letter 3
days ago. They’re
sending me to Nam.
I told my parents
i’m not gonna go.
Not after how

peter died.

times are
scary... I guess

we’re all
looking for
answers.

the truth is..
America is going
to shit and no-
one wants to
talk about it.
Especially not
here in Texas.

what the fuck
was that..

i heard it too!
I think

someone’s
coming

upstairs

perhaps the draft had made
us all cynical. Me more than
other. I hadn’t been the same
since I lost my brother to a

napalm.



howdy

who’s
there?


